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Abird. ‘Vv’r prmmi ali cl”;ldtlii dlg;irrithm for edge coloring a pianar graph G. Let II be the 
number of vertices and J be the maximum degree of G. If J ~33, our algorithm constructs an 
edge coloring of G using A colors. The parailei implementation of the aigolithm take’ O(log’ n) 
time with O( rt ) processors. The sequential implementation takes O( II) time. 
1 a Introduction 
Throughout this paper, G = ( V, E) denotes a simple graph (i.e. no self-Inops and 
multiple edges) ixritF vertex set \I = j//I ,C\ Y. L.‘ \-I and edge set E =- E(G)_ n(m) denotes 
tlie tiiiiiibei- of veikes (e&x) ii; G. Aii ix@ whing of G is an assigr.ment of a 
!et of colors to the edges of G so that no two edges with a common vertex are 
assigned the same color. The edge coloring number x’(G) is the minimum number 
of colors needed to color G. 
_ _I_ Fol any ver,,, ‘PY 5’ E V, let deg( u) denote the degree of v (i.e. the number of vertices 
adjacent to v in G). The maximum degree A(G) of G is defined as max {deg( o) 1 u E 
Vi. (If G is understood, we simply use A to denote the maximum degree of G.) 
By a classical result of Vizing, it is known that x’(G) satisfies A(G) s x’(G) s 
A(G) + 1 [ 1,8]. For general graphs, the problem of determining whether x’(G) = 
A(G) or x’(G) = A(G) + 1 is NP-comp!e:e tJJ. r21 Flowever, an edge coloring of G 
using A(G) + 1 colors can be constructed in polynomial time [ 11. 
If G is planar with sufficiently large A, it is known that G can be edge colored 
using A colors [ 1,2]. Bcyar and Karloff presented a parallel algorithm for this 
problem [2], If A b 23, RK’s algorithm constructs an edge coloring of G using A 
colors, BK’s algorithm reduces the edge coloring problem for G to the maximal 
independent set problem for an auxiliary graph G’ constructed from G (generally 
not a planar graph) and CdiiS the maximal independent set algorithm developed by 
Luby f6]. Boyar and KarCoff proved that their algorithm can be implemented in 
polyl~gai khmic time with a polynomial number of processors. By a careful analysis, 
BK’s algorithm takes O(log’ n) time using O( n’m) processors. The large time and 
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processor bound is Jarge!y due to the use of LsLJ +v’s maximal independent set 
algoritnm. 
In this paper we present an efficient algorithm for edge coloring a planar graph 
G IF A 3 33, th e a gorithm I colors G using A colors. Our algorithm avoids using 
Luby’s algorithm. The parallel implementation of our algorithm takes Q( log’ BZ) 
time with only O(n) processors. The sequential implementation of our algorithm 
takes O(n) time. 
The parallel computation model used in this pLh.EJ.+I Q-a* is a garalM ra&om 0crPss 
m~-rhino (DR BAA Fnr ~kn*ti Ti70 annSaoi rn57s;ctc nf ~3 nr*mhar nF:J--+:fi-l ----fi-*--* . .._I _.._.. w \- _.. -1.. .U. .8..V .C,. 1 .a- . ..YII. _....“.U.” “1 ‘S L.LO.,.C’~. “L IU~lILILaI ylubLmw13 
armd a common memory. In each time unit, a processor can read a memory cell, 
perform an ordinary arithmetic or logical computation, and write into a memory 
cell. Both concurrent read and concurrent write to a memory cell by different 
processors is permitted. If a write conflict occurs, an arbitrary processor succeeds. 
This model is widely used in the literature: for implementing parallel tilgoritkms, 
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove some lemmas 
about planar graphs. A high level description of our algorithm is presented in Section 
3. In Section 4 we discuss the sequential implementation of the algorithm. The 
parallel implemetltdc?n is described in Section 5. 
First some definitions and notations. Lei G = ( V, E) be a graph. The subgraph 
induced by a subset V, c V is the subgraph of G consisting of the vertex set V: and 
the edge set {e E E 1 both vertices of e are in V,}. The subgraph induced by a subset 
E, c E is the subgraph of G consisting of the vertex set { u E V) u is adjacent to an 
edge in E,} and the edge set El. G - V, denotes the subgraph induced by the 7Jertices 
in V- V,. G - E, denotes the subgraph obtained from G by deleting the edges in 
E,. A bipartite graph is denoted by G = (76, Y, E). The tbllowing facts are well 
known [I]. 
Fact 2.1. If G is a planar graph, then m s 3n - 6. 
If G is a bipartite planar graph, then m s 2n - 4. 
An independent set of G is a subset I c V such thal no tl?/o vertices in 1 are 
adjacent. A maximal independent set is an independent set I such that no subset 
J’r V 1:.!-2n!= :.~:?JWfi-AmH+ ‘>_>_! ~~.~1.F.~I.. :;.%?...a... .Z V7pllI~ll IJ II.UL~&IOUCPIE aa.b yllJpc”y lllLIUUC~ 1. h gCrstij c ijj G is a sequeljce 
of vertices Us,, uI, . . . , ~7, such that (v, , , v,) t E few % 5 i s I; deg( u, ) = 2 for 1 d i s 
f - 1) and deg( QJ > 2 and deg( 0,) > 2. t is called the !e~i~gth of C. 
Let G be a grsph with maximum degree 3. For B s isj s A, define 
ition 2.3. A planar graph G = ( V, E) is nonreducib!e if G satisfies the following 
three conditions: 
(I) deg(u)a2 for all UE V; 
(2) no degree-2 vertices are adjacent (this condition is eguivalent to that G a 
contains no chains of length 23); 
(3) For a~ ay pair of vertices X, y E V[A], there is at most one vertex z c V[2] 
adjacent to both x and y. 
emma 2.4. Let G = ( V, E) be a planar graph with n vertices, m edges and maximum 
degree A. Let k be #an integer such that 7 s k s A - 2. If G satisjes the conditions (1) 
and (2) of Dejinition 2.3, then 
(1) n[2,6]sEn-zn[7, k]+&n[2], - 
(2) n[k+l,A]$-yy&n[7,k]-&nji], - 
(3) n[a-l,A]~--&n-&n[7,kj--&n[2], - - 
(4) n[A]s-&n-&n[7,k]--&y[2], - 
3 
(5) n[i, k&i n -$ n[2]. 
roof. We first prove an inequality. Let G, be the sugraph obtained from G by 
deleting all de,. __-_ *rep 3 ves”lises. Since G saticfim ( 1) and (2) of Dt$nil;inn 2.3, i Vl, (_:I )I = 
1 V( G)l- $21 and 1 E( G,)I = I E( G)I -2n[2]. Since G, is planar, !ECG,)I d 31 V( G,)l. 
Therefore 1 E( G)I -2n[2] s 3(1 V( GjI - 423). This implies w! 5 3n - n[2]. 
(1) 
-\ 
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Therefore (k--2)n[3,6]~(k-5)n -(k-3)n[2]-(k-6)n[7, k]. Dividing by 
(k - 2) md &ding n[2] to both sides, we obtain (1). 
(2) 6n-2n[2]~2m~2n[2]+-3n[3,6]+7n[7,k]+(k+l)n[kt 1Jj 
-2n[Z]-!-3(n-n[2]-n[7, R]- ii[k t1,A-j) 
+7n[7, k]+(k+l)n[k+ 1, A] 
=3n-n[2]+4n[7, k]+(k_2)n[k+l,A]. 
-4.; -* 
I a14 “7 ,mp:re:s (- ). 
The proof of (3) and (4) is similar to the proof of (2). 
(5) 6n -2n[2] 2 2m 2 2n[2]+ 3n[3,6]+7n[7, A] 
=2n[2]+3(n-n[2]-n[7,A])+7n[7,A] 
= 3n - n[2]+4n[7, A]. 
Therefore 4n[7, A] d 3n - n[2]. Hence n[7, k] s n[7, A] d in -$n[2]. 0 
efinjtion 2.5. Let G be a nonreducible @z~sr graph with maximum degree A. Let 
k be an integer such that 7 d k - A - 2. Define 
X = iv E Vj4,6] 1 all neighbors of* v are ial Y;/ek + 1, A]), 
Y = {v E V[3] 1 three neighbors of v are in V[A - 1, A]}, 
Z = {v E V[2] 1 two neighbors of v are in V[AI), 
L,. = V[2,6] - X - k- - 2. 
r 
4 al,, is called the candidate set of G. 
The following lemma is motivated by [2]. 
Lemma 2.6. Let G = ( V, E) be a nonreducible planar graph with maximum degree A. 
Let k be an integer such that 7 s k s A - 2 cl+zd let X, Y, 2 be the sets as defined in 
D2Jfinitiost 2.5. Theii 
(1) /XI~n[k+‘r,Aj. 
(2) 1 YI d 2n[A - 1, A]. 
(3) lZ( s 3n[A]. 
r”losf. . (t; Cccis1dzr the blPrrnrier 3Urrbr_r-.> :-r.rt.t‘?. C,, knrgnh rT -’ 1 2 (X9 V[k t= i, A], E,) of G, where 
E, = (4 E E ! one vertex of e is in X and another vertex of e is in V[k + 1,&j}. Since 
G! is planar and bipartite, iE,i s 2(/X/+ i V[k + ‘a, d]ij -- 4. Since every vc~k:jc in A’ 
has degree at kast four in G,, 4)X(~~E,~~2(~X~i~~[f+1,J]~)-4.Thisimplies(l). 
(2) Consider the bipartite subgraph GL = (Y, V[A - 1, A], E,) of G, where E,= 
(4 FL E 1 one vertex of e x of c is in V[A - 
is a hi~artite planar gra as degree three i 
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(3) Consider the graph G3 = (V[A], E,), where E3 = {(x, _Y) E E Ix, YE VIA]} U 
((x, _v) 1 x, 6: E V[d] and there is a vertex z E V[2] adjacent to both x and _J+. G1 is 
a planar graph with n[d] vertices. Since G is nonreducible, each vertex in z 
corresponds to at most ow a v ,dge in Gz. Therefore 121 is no more than the number 
ges in GJ, which is bounded by 3n[A]. Cl 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 are proved for general k. In our application, we will take 
k = 28. The f o II owing lemma is crucial for our edge coloring algorithm. 
Lemrraa 2.7. Let G = { V, E) be a nonreducible planar graph with n wr?ices and 
maximum degree A 2 33. Let CC = 28 and let I,..,,, be the candidate set of G as de$ned 
iv DqLnition 2.5. Then Ii,;,.( 3 n/4. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6, we have 
!I,;,,,1 - I _ __I-? L-1 “LA., “J $I=_ I YI - Izi 
3 4 1 ‘1 
k-2 n-k_2 
- n[7, k] -k-2 n[‘l i 
2 i - n[7, k] -d n[23) - 
8 l2 \ 
k---d-4- A_3/;1;7,k: 
6 9 -- -- 
A-4n A-3n 
/P +c 
by Lemma 2.4(j) and the fact 
g i2 ’ 
z------ I 1 >O\ - A-4 A--3/ / 
k-8 2 2 3 \ 
~k-2n+ 
_ - - 
k-2+/J -4+A -3) n’2] 
9 - -_-_p --- n -- 
4-p 
2 2 3 k-i0 8 12 -_-- - ---* k 2+&4+& - 3+ -_--- 
k-2 A-4 A-3 nI2] 
=i(n+n[2])” 
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Let G = ( V, E) be a planar graph with maximum degree A 2 33. Our algorithm 
does not require a plane embedding of G as input. Since each connected component 
of G can be colored independently, we assume that, without loss of generality, G 
is connected. In particular, deg( u) 2 1 for all vertices v of G. 
The basic idea of our edge coloring algorithm is as follows. First, we find subsets 
E, , E2, E3 of E such thcrt the subgraph G, = G - E, satisfies the condition (1) of 
Definition 2.3, The subgraph Gz = G, - E, satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) of 
Definition 2.3. The subgraph G3 = Gz - EJ satisfies all three conditions of Definition 
2.3. Second, we color the nonreducible planar graph Gj. Finally, extend the edge 
coloring of Gz to the edges in Ej, then to the edges in E2 and finally to the edges 
in E,. This gives an edge coloring of G. 
We next discuss how to construct the subgraphs Gi (16 i s 3 j ;nd how to extend 
the edge coloring of G3 to the edges in Ej (1 s is 3). 
If G contains a degree-l vertex v, remove v and the edge adjacent to v from G. 
Continue this operation until no degree-l vertex is left. Let E, be the edges removed 
and let G, = G - E, . It is easy to see that the subgraph induced by E, is a collection 
of trees. Figure 1 shows an example of this op eration. If an edge co!oring of G, 
using A colors has been constructed, we can easily extend it to be an edge coloring 
of G using A colors. 
Let (C,,..., C,} be the chains of length a3 in G, T where C’; is a chain from a 
vertex Xi t0 yi. Let Ez be ihe coiieciion of the edges in L”i (i S i d s). Let E2 = ((x,, z,), 
(z;,yi)II~i~s),where(x,,z;)and(z,,y;)arenewedges.DefineG,=(G,-E,)u~-,. 
(6, is obtained from G, by replacing each length 23 chain by a length-2 chain). 
Then Gz satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) of IDefinition 2.3. Figure 2 shows an 
example of this operation. In this figure, the length-3 chain (a, b, c, d) is replaced 
by (a, v, d); the length-3 chain (e, f, g, h) is replaced by (e, U, h). 
Suppose an edge coloring of Gz using A colors has been constructed. We extend 
it to be an edge coloring of 6, as follows. Consider the chain C, (from x, to ~7,) 
iIa G1 . Eeir ix,, u) and (w, yl) be the two edges in C, adjacent to x, and y, , 
respectively. In the edge coloring for Gz f the edge (x, , z,) is assigned a color (say 
c,), and the edge (z, , y,) is assigned a color (say c,). Color the edge (x, , u) by c, 
and the edge ( w, y, i by cz. Other edges in C, can be alternatingly colored by any 
other two colors. Applying this scheme to all chains Ci (1 s i d s) gives an edge 
coloring of G, . 
We next construct the edge set Ez such that after removing Ez from Gz the 
condition (3) of Definition 2.3 is also satisfied. For each pair of degree-A veatices 
x, y in G2, define V(x, y) = {z E V/deg(z) = 2 and z is adjacent to both x and y in 
G,}. Let E(x, y) be the edges in Gz adjacent to the vertices in V(x, y). (Each vertex 
in V(x, y) contributes two edges to E(x, y).) If V(x, y) contains 32 vertices, select 
two vertices zl, z-, in V(x, y) and include four edges adjacent to q , z2 into E3. If 
V(x, y) contains 0 or IL vertex, no edge in E(x, y) is included into Ej. If E3 is 
removed from G?, the resulting graph will satisfy the condition (3) of Definition 
2.3. However, this operation may introduce new degree s2 vertices. in order to 
avoid this problem, we add some edges into (J’? - ET as follows. For each pair of 
degree-A vertices x, y in G-,, if four edges in E(x, y) are includeo into EJ and (x, y) 
is not an edge in G?, we add a new edge (x, y) into Gz - E3. Let E, be the collection 
of the edges added. Define Gz = (Gz - &) u E+ it is easy to verify that oil is a 
nonreducib!e planar graph. (i?, is added into GJ in order to avoid introducing new 
degree 62 vertices. It otherwise plays no role in the algorithm.) 
a 
Fig. 2. C’onstruction of C;, fro 
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Figure 3 shows an example of this operation. In this figure, we assume the vertices 
a. 6, c are in V[A j. V( a, 6) = {d, e,f>, V( b, c) = {i, h} and V( cp, c) = (g}. Because 
V(a, 6) contains three vertices, four edges (a, e), (e, 6), (a,J) and (J 6) are included 
into E_~. Similarly, four edges adjacent to h and i are included into &. Since (6, c) 
is not an edge in Gz, a new edge (b, c) is added into G3. Since V(a, c) contains 
oniy one vertex, no edge in E( a, c) is included into Es. 
Suppose that an edge coloring for G3 using A colors has been constructed. We 
extend it to be an edge coloring of G, as follows. First discard all edges in I?: _ For 
each pair of degree-A vertices x, y i_, G?, either 0 or 4 edges In E(x, y) are uncolored. 
In the latter case, let (x, t,), (x, z,) and ( zl, y), ( z2, J) be these four edges. From 
the set of the colors missing at x, arbitrarily select two colors, say c, and Q. From 
the set of the colors missing at y, arbitrarily select two colors, say cj and cd. The 
four edges in question can be colored by these selected colors, even when {cl, c2> = 
{q, q). Perform this coloring scheme for all pairs of degree-A vertices. This gives 
an edge coloring of G?. 
We-are now ready to present our edge coloring algorithm as follows. 
Input: A planar graph G = ( V, E) with maximum degree A 3 33. 
(1) Find El c E such that the subgraph induced b;i E, 3s a collection of trees 
- *c irk?<1 U! 1 /s = G - E: contains no degree-l vertices. 
(2) Find the set E, and I?, described above. Construct G, = CG, - ET) LJ I?:. _ \ I 
(3) Find the set ET: 2nd &-described above. Construct GJ = ( G2 - E$_J &. ( G3 
is a non-redr?cible planar graph.) 
(41) Find the candidate set -I,.,,, of G, as defined in Definition 2.5 (taking k = 28). 
(5 j Let G’ be the subgraph of G3 induced by I,., . Construct a maximal indepen- 
dent set I in G’. 
a a 
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(6) For each vertex v E I, select a neighbor N(v) of v in G3 such that the degree 
of N(u) in G1 is the minimum among v’s neighbors in GJ. Define E4 = 
(;v, Nh))l VE I}. 
(4) Let G, = G3 - E4. Recursively apply the algorithm or1 G4 to construct an 
edge coloring for G4 using L3 colors. 
;ti) Color the edges in E4. This gives a coloring for GJ. 
(9) Discard the Pd - __ges in i!?, . Color the edges in E3. This gives a coloring for Gz. 
(1G) Discard the edges in & Color the edges in E2. This gives a coloring for G, . 
(11) Color the edges in E, . This gives an edge coloring for G using A colors. 
LIIU L 5 C A Cd-&o’loring. 
Steps (l)-(3) represent he reduction of G to the nonreducible graph GJ. Steps 
(9). (11) rq resent the extension of the edge coloring for Gz to an edge coloring for 
G. SY= *PO (4)-(8) represent he construction of an edge coloring for the nonreducible 
graph G:. This is the essential part of the aigorirhm and will be detailed in the next 
section. Before turning to the discussion of implementation, we prove the following 
lemma which is useful in establishing the recursion depth of the Edge-Coloring 
algorithm. 
kermnaa 3.6. Let G be a planar graph with n vertices, m edges and maximum degree 
A 3 33. The graph G, constructed_fiom G by the Edge-Coloring algorithm contains at 
most (83184) m edges. 
Prsof. Let Mj (NJ) denote the number of edges (vertices) in G3 and Ma denote the 
number of edges in G,. We have M+ m and M4 = M3 - 1 E,i. Since the canciidate 
set I,,, contains at least AI,/4 vertices (by Lemma 2.7) and the degree of any vertex 
in G’ is at most 6, the maximal independent set I const_sust~! at Step ! 5) cmtaim 
st least j( N,/4) = NJ/28 vertices and hence Ej contains at least NJ/28 edges. Since 
Gj ic planar, A& 3 MJ3. ‘Thus 1 Ejla & (MJ3). Therefore Mj = M, - 1 E,I s cl& s cm, 
where c= 1-&=$ 0 
4. Sequential implement2dtion 
Steps (I)-(3) of the Edge-Coloring algorithm are the reduction of G :o the 
nonreducible graph Gj. Steps (9)-( 1 i ) extend an edge coloring for G< to be an 
edge coloring for G. By using the method discussed at the beginning of S-ction 3 
and the :tfiEdard techniqu;=s frdr designing seql;;~nti;a! rr gorithms, thtse stei>s C~FI he 
implemented in O(n) time. 
S.tzps {la)--(S) represent the algorithm for edge coloring a nonreducible planar 
graph. For Step (4), compute the degrees of all vertices in C; and identify the 
vertices in I,,,,, . This step clearly takes 0( ~“r j time. For Ste 
G’ and the maximal independent set I iz 1L;’ can be coast 
(6) can also be periormed in O(N) ti 
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we will concentr&e on the implementation of Step (8). From now on through the 
end of this section, de&u) denotes the degree of t’ in G3. 
After Step (7) is performed, the n,_=, _Uu-- nnr~J~~~iblle granh G3 has been partially colored, _ 
Namely, ah edges of G3, excqt the edges in Ej j have been assiyed a cx4or. We 
will show that E4 can be colored using A colors within O(n) time. Pfan edge adjacent 
to a vertex v is assigned a color c in the partial edge coloring for G3, we say “c is 
presented by v”. 
A star S is a graph as shown Lr Fig. 4. S consists of a centers and k tips o, , . . . , v~. 








Fi” ,&. 4. A dar of order k. 
Let c b; the subgraph of G., induced by the edge set &. Since the vertex set I 
constructed at Step (5) is independent in G3 T it is easy to see that C? is a coilfection 
of vertex disjoint stars. (Some stars may have only one tip.) Let S be a srar in C. 
Since any tip u of S is a vertex in I, deg( v) d 6. If a vertex x E I is a tip of S, we 
say .X belongs to S. Define 
L, &, and Ij_6 form a partition of I. 
If X E 14-6, at least one of x’s neighbors has degree ~28 in Gi by Definition 2.5. 
Therefore the neighbor N(x j of x selected at Step (6) must be a vertex of degree 
528 in G?,_ C’onsequently, x belongs tn a star jr! c w.__.? -=%oy rmter hsvs dqrpp S:2FJ _ _ 
jJ-j 6-2, - . . ~m!!arIy, any vertex in 1.; belongs to a star v.$ose Center has degree sd -3 
Ir. G3 and any vertex in 1, belongs to a star whose center has degree 6~3 - 1 in G;. 
Since the stars in e are vertex disjoint, they can be coiored independentiy. So 
we only consider the colorin;; of a single star S in G. Suppose s is the center of S 
egrcc of s ir G3. S will be colose 
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Algorithm Color-Star 
For i = 1 to k do: 
(a) Find a color that is neither presented at ui nor at s in the current coloring. 
(b? C&or tbLe e&P I?? c.1 b-r this (oior. --a- X-192; y 
End Color-Star. 
We have three distinct cases: d s 28; 29 s d s A - 2; and d = 
Case 1: d s 752 Cinre ihe rontor JP has dpren r3Q nmA t5n +:.Tc ,C C \,..A .J~---~ - h”. U...WW S.1” WWBlliV. 51-b ‘-LO UIIU l.1 be Llpo u1 3 1 avc uc~~lcc 
~6 in G3, the colors presented at s or uj at any stage i of Color-Star is at most 
(28 - 1) + (6 - 1) = 32. Since there are d 2 33 colors available, we can always find a 
free color for the edge (ui, s). Therefore Color-Star can be performed su~r:.:&ti$. 
Since deg( s) < 34 illp rf&y c-ltirF*.:-l Ad, . ..V \V”.V iruLl~lytilLg tk st~t~r;;~;;i (a) of the Color-Star algorithm 
can be found in constant time. Since Color-Star iterates k < 28 times. the algorithm 
takes 0( 1) tnme in this case. 
cacg 3. ?2S “_ I. _/ d s A - 2. Because every vertex in P4_h beiongs to a star whose center 
has degree ~2g in G3, all tips of S have degree 4 in G,. Since d < A -2 and the 
tips of S have degree 63, the colors presented at s or vi at any stage i of Color-Star 
is at most (A - 2 - 1) + (3 - 1) = A - 1. Since there are A colors avai!able, we can 
always find a free color for the edge (vi, s j. Therefore Coior-Star can be performed 
successfully. In order to implement Color-Star efficiently, we first scan the neighbors 
~2f s to ~onctri~rt a lict I _ nf thP rrPlnrc nrmzentd af g From L, , coq~**~~“t n lip+ L “..CII. Y- ..“C I, V. .I..” W-V-V.” ~.“UI.SLIIU I ;JLIUbL a IlJC 2 
containing k 4-2 coiors missiug at s. Notice that ic +2 colors are enough tc coior 
the edges in S, The TVIIti~IU--,__ rnnctral4on of L, and Lz takes O(ri j time. Using Jz, the co!or 
satisfying the statement (a) of Color-Star can be found in O( 1) time. Thus Collar-Star 
can be performed in O(k+d) = O(d) time. 
Case 3: d = A - ‘1. Pn this case ail tips of S have degree 2 in G3. Using the same 
argument as in Case 2, S can be successfuily colored by using Color-Star in O(d) timt. 
In ~der to implement Step (8), we color the stars in G one by one. The time 
needed for this step is bounded by the total d-,. Puree of the star centers, which is no 
more ihan O(n). This completes the discussion of the sequential implementation 
of th; Edge-Coloring Algorithm. 
hecnrem 4.L Let G = ( V, E) be a planar graph with n vertices and maximum degree 
A 3 33. An edge csP!r?ringfor G using A cnhrs cata b?p consfructed in 0( n ) sequenrial time. 
roof. The correctness of the Edge-Coloring algorithm folllows from previous dis- 
cl;ssions. To establish the time )I~QYK!, .p. I t T( m\ dearnt~ thP rllnnino time ?!f Edge- - \“-I ___ ____ _-__ _ __“““b -1.1. - 
coloring ior a grapta wL _b .% edges. aii steps (except the recursive call) of the 
Edge-Coloring algorithm can be performed in (n) = O(m) time as discussed above. 
By Lemma 3.i we have 
T(m) = T(cm)+ (m), wherec=ii. 
uation g&.s T(M) - O(:n) = 
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5. Parallei implementation 
We briefly djscuss the parallel impl_..._..._..W.. pmpntationof the Edge-Coloring algorithm 
in this section. 
Ssep (1): Construct an arbitrary spanning tree T of G. This can be done in 
O(log n) time with O(n) processors on a PRAM by using the algorithm in [7]. The 
edge set E, is a coilection of trees { T1, * * . ) Tp} for some pa Each ai is a subtree of 
‘F ve_ -_-* 1 l 1 nt: rtJUL fi Of Ti caii b5 ^__.__- identified by the fo:luwillg condition: the degree of ri in 
T is less than the degree of ri in G. From this information, c (16 i 6 p) can be 
easiiy constructed from T. This step takes a total of O(log n) time with O(n) 
processors. 
Siep (2 j: identify the set V[2] of degree-2 vertices in G, . Let G’ be the subgraph 
of G, induced by V[2]. G’ is a collection of paths (some paths contain only one 
vertex). Any path containing ~2 vertices corresponds to a chain of length 23 in 
G,. El and & can be easily constructed from this information. This step takes 
O(log n) time with O(n) processors. 
Step (3): The degrees of the vertices in Gz can be computed in O(log n) with 
O(n) processors. Then E, and & can be constructed in constant time with O(n) 
processors. 
Step (4): After the degrees of the vertices in GJ are computed, I,;,, can be identified 
in constant time WilEi C& );I) processors. 
Siep (5): The construction of the induced subgraph G’ take:, O(log n) time with 
O( n $ processors. $ince the maximum degree of G’ is ~6, the maximal independent 
set I of G’ can be constructed in O(log* n) time with O(n) processors by using the 
algorithm presented in [4]. (Define log”’ n = log n and log’k+‘) ri= log 10g’~) n. Then 
log* n = min( k 1 log’” ’ n d 2}.) Thus Step 5 totally takes O(log n) time with O(n) 
processors. 
Step (6) clearly takes O(1) time with O(n) processors. Step (7) is the recursive call. 
Step (8): Let G be the subgraph of Gz induced by the edge set Ed. As discussed 
in the last section, G is a collection of vertex disjoint stars and each star in G can 
he c~bxed independently, Let S be a s;tar with center s NKI the tips 1~: ; _ _ . , $1: snd 
let d be the degree of s in G+ 
If d s28, S can be coiored by using th’e Color-Star algorithm. This procedure 
takes O( 1) time using one processor. 
If d 2 29, S cannot be colored by using Color-Star because 0 is not bounded by 
a constant. Instead, we use the following algorithm to CGIG~ S. Notice that all tips 
of S has degree ~3 in G+ Let C ={c,. . . . . c,) be the set of colors missing at s. 
Algorithm Paralld-Color-star 
Repeat: 
(a) Partition c into 3-element subsets: Cc,, . . . , C’,, where I= ]Cl/3. 
(b) For each 1 s i =s 1, use the set C, to color one cadge (s, u,) in S. Since v, has 
degree ~3 in Gl, at most two colors are presented at P,. Therefore at least one color 
in C, is missing at 0,. Assign this color to the edge (.r+ c’, 1. 
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(c) Delete from S the edges that have been colored at Step (b). Update C. 
Until all edges in S have been colored. 
End Parallel-Coior-Star. 
Since ea.ch iteration colors one third of the edges in S, the number of iterations 
of Parallel-Color-Star is bounded by O( iog d) < 0( log n). Each step of th,o algorithm 
takes O( I ) time with O(c!) p mcessors. Hence S can be colored in O(log 2) time 
with O(d) processors* 
In order to implement Step (8), we color all stars in e in parallel. If S is a star 
with center degree .51 c 28, it takes O(B) time with one processor. If S is a star with 
center degree d 2 29, it takes O(log n) time with O(d) processors. Since the total 
degrpp @f the star renters ic hmndd by Q(n)9 Step (8) a&es n(l.ng .q) r;ig_g wit& .._______ _- _ _ w-_-_- 
O(n) processors on a PRAM. 
Step (9) and §lep (10): Ry using the method discussed at the beginning of Section 
3, these two steps can be performed in O(log n) time with O(n) processors. 
Step 11: Color the trees in E, in parallel. Each tree T can be colored in O(log n) 
time with 0( 1 ai I) processors by using standard pointer jump techniques. The coloring 
for r and the coloring for G, may conflict with each other at the root rj of r. In 
order TV resoive the conflict, perform a permutation fir ‘* .fiVa ,oiors to the coioring for T,. 
This step totally takes O(log n) time with O(n) processors on a PRAM. 
Theorem 5.i. Let G = ( V, E) bC a piaiiar graph with ii crrrtices and maximum u’egree 
A 2 33. An edge coloring for G using A colors can be constructed in O(log’ n) time 
with O(n) processors on a PRAM. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 the recursion depth of Edge-Coloring is bounded by 
O(log m) = O(log n). Since each step of the algorithm can be impicmented in 
l)(log n j time with O(n) processors, the theorem follows. iZl 
Nnte added in proof 
After the submission of this paper, the author has learned that Chrobak and Yung 
[9] have developed an algorithm for the same problem with ‘ame time and processor 
bounds that works for any planar graph with maximum degree d 2 19. 
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